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Zero in  
on brain  
metastases

Cancer patients  
are living longer

The triple-aim in optimized SRS

ZERO  
Margin

ZERO  
Harm

ZERO  
Delay

SRS is the fastest growing  
method for treating  
brain metastases

Up to 40%  
will develop  
brain metastases

Leksell Gamma Knife® Icon™ 

The triple-aim in SRS
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ZERO margin
PTV=GTV
Leksell Gamma Knife® provides the highest target localization 
accuracy available—enabling a zero-treatment-margin 
philosophy (PTV=GTV). Doing so spares healthy brain tissue 
from also receiving the prescription dose.

Time matters to patients, practitioners and hospitals. Same-day SRS 
closes the gap between imaging and treatment. This enables a rapid 
response for aggressive tumor types and for patients traveling long 
distances in search of Leksell Gamma Knife treatment.

Leksell Gamma Knife powerfully 
concentrates the prescription dose at the 
target and provides 2–4x better control of 
low-dose-wash vs competing technologies.4

PTV=GTV

Turn down the volume Minimizing the time between diagnosis and treatment

Lowering the possibility  
of radiation necrosis

Minimizing the chance  
of neurocognitive deficit

ZERO delay
Same-day SRS

Aggressive tumors can 
increase their volume 
by 50% within weeks.
 “Clinically relevant intracranial 
progression may occur between 
diagnosis, SRS planning and 
treatment.”1

 “It is imperative that we streamline 
the patient management process 
to minimize delays in treating the 
patient.”2Gross Tumor 
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Shortening the time between  
diagnosis and treatment

30% of brain mets can 
double in size between 
diagnosis and treatment.

ZERO harm
192 rays of hope
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Comparative multiple isocenter 
treatment plan and dose distribution on 
a Linac.3

Representative dose distribution for a 
multiple metastases treatment plan using 
Gamma Knife.3
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Gamma Knife dose is often prescribed to the 50% isodose level. Therefore, Dmax is 
a corresponding factor higher at target center combine with the rapid dose falloff 
in the radial and depth directions as depicted by the penumbra width above.
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